ACKERLEY'S LETTER

As a practising Christian and psychology undergraduate, I find Donald Smith's explanation of religion unsatisfactory (Letters, March 2002).  Reducing religion to a series of learnt responses and stating that people only believe in God to 'reduce inner tensions' is to misunderstand the notion of religion.  He uses the example of feeling protected from harm if a person believes in God, yet it is clear that in many religions believers are often persecuted and are certainly not protected from harm.

Practising a religion may lead to a 'mixture of behaviours, thoughts and feelings' occurring.  However, do not underestimate the cause of these reactions.   As a believer in God, I find it impossible to believe 
that my faith is a result of learnt behaviours rather than personal experience of a living God.  Although, as psychologists, it is our job to explain human behaviours, it may be that there are some things that cannot be explained by theory and hypothesis.  Let's not forget the complexity of the human brain, our thoughts, emotions and behaviours.  We don't fully understand these things, why not consider the possibility that someone else does and even had the power to create our bodies and brains?  God and the belief in God, therefore could not merely be a behavioural reaction.  An angle for further research may be to look at religion as real, rather than trying to explain it away as a way of making us feel better about ourselves.


MY REPLY

Rachel Ackerley finds Donald Smith's explanation of religion unsatisfactory.  I do not.  It is impossible for any 'believer' to accept that their religion is a result of learned behaviours, because it is the nature of religious belief to take God's existence on faith, without considering evidence.  As for persecuted martyrs, it is usually other believers of opposing religious or political dogma that perpetrate the persecution. Much of the conflict in the world today is due to people having closed systems of thought that leave them incapable of sound reasoning and diplomatic compromise.

The proposition of a living god cannot be tested at all places at all times and this is a convenient 'get out' for theists.  The logical approach, as illustrated by complex computer programs, is to recognize an infinite loop before you engage in an unsound and wasteful investigation, and to infer non-existence instead.  Propositions lacking evidence have a strong probability of being false.  Propositions with continuous evidence have a strong probability of being true.  It is evidence that provides explanations, Rachel, not "theory and hypothesis".

Religions are theories with predictions that cannot be substantiated.  These theories are either false or they lack evidence.  There is no reason to rescue them.  Yet people will persist in doing so.  Perhaps because they have a  personal distaste for logic and rationale and prefer to be emotional, dependent and whimsical.  Smith's assertion that believers are motivated to "reduce inner tensions" is a gentle one.  I can understand why people need comfort and I acknowledge their right to pursue it. But science seeks the truth, even the ugly truth, rather than sweet little lies. Personally, I have a penchant for scientific understanding, and I don't think the believer's choice to abdicate all responsibility for self and pass the buck to a fictitious deity, is a comfortable option.

Alexandrian mathematician and philosopher, Hypatia said that "all formal dogmatic religions are fallacious".  Historians tell us that she was stoned to death and torn to pieces by Christians in 415CE.  I don't really go in for martyrs, but if I did, she would be my first choice.  That was a long time ago.  
When will we ever learn?
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Concerning your letter(s):-


ACKERLEY'S LETTER

As a practising Christian and psychology undergraduate, I find Donald Smith's explanation of religion unsatisfactory (Letters, March 2002).  Reducing religion to a series of learnt responses and stating that people only believe in God to 'reduce inner tensions' is to misunderstand the notion of religion.  He uses the example of feeling protected from harm if a person believes in God, yet it is clear that in many religions believers are often persecuted and are certainly not protected from harm.

As you said - that doesn't defeat his basic assertion - the will to believe is fostered by believing one has a friend in God who won't fail you so long as you believe in him - and probably won't fail you even if you don't - it's a logical self fulfilling prophecy - there's no way to reason anyone out of it - and as Ackerly says "She find's it impossible to believe in none existence"  - that's NOT a rational person - and she shouldn't be doing science.
Open mindedness to all possibilities is prerequisite - your reasons as to why it is foolish to assume the positive in lieu of evidence is exactly right.

Practising a religion may lead to a 'mixture of behaviours, thoughts and feelings' occurring.  However, do not underestimate the cause of these reactions.   As a believer in God, I find it impossible to believe 
that my faith is a result of learnt behaviours rather than personal experience of a living God.  


A "personal experience" is a subjective response to the world by a brain that does not fully understand what is happening to it in scientific terms - her self confessed ignorance of the workings of the brain is typical of the opinions I've heard  - in one case evolution was argued against upon the premise that lizards were more highly evolved because they could lose their tails and grow new ones - the idea of "stem cells" was totally foreign to that person and generally it is ignorance and lack of knowledge which allows such beliefs to maintain themselves - couple that with the warped and inveretd logic that moves to find it "impossible to believe otherwise" and there is no hope for anyone bitten by the mind bug of supernatural belief - it's worse that Ackerly is a psychologist - God knows what she interprets her data as,and she ought to be aware of neurology and the physics of the brain to be in psychology - not totally ignorant of it's workings.


Although, as psychologists, it is our job to explain human behaviours, it may be that there are some things that cannot be explained by theory and hypothesis.  

This is the oft proffered view "some things are beyond our ken" - that they mean is "some things are beyond THEIR ken" because they are not sophisticated enough to understand them.

Let's not forget the complexity of the human brain, our thoughts, emotions and behaviours.  We don't fully understand these things, 

Not fully understanding is not a reason to believe fairy stories - it's a reason to understand the bit we don't understand - the fact is we understand a great deal more than those who fall for supernatural lies actually think we do understand - and over time the remaining portion has got smaller and smaller - as I put it at the forum - God used to be used as an explanation for many things we now understand as not being due to superstitious nonsense - God has been painted into an ever receding corner of the universe - and it is asburd to claim that the small remaining area is still due to him - when all the other bits have been systamtically shown not to be - thr running theme is "Not due to God" - we've every reason to presume the remaining areas are also "Not due to God" -and have a rational explanation - just like all the other things - the brain itself is not an enigma - the riddle of consciousness is tried up in the fact that our ideas about brains are formed BY brains and the language and ideas we use is self referential by default -and causes a "mystery" to appear -because we evolved we can never truly know the process of contruction - only deduce it in hindsight - and because of this there is no reason to say "It's all a mystery and beyond out ken - so something more sophisticated than us must have done it" - the fact is something like that DID do it - the laws of physics - we don't need to invoke superbeings - and by Occams razor we SHOULDN'T invoke superbeings - this often leaves believers saying "Well how do you explain....." (indeed John - Jan's husband used to do this) and they often scoff at the explanation and say "What? You mean you BELIEVE that?" - they fail to understand it's NOT a matter of personal belief as is their own views  -and that other people deduce what IS - regardless of what they wish to believe. If it seems "impossible to believe" -it's because as Rick Dawkins said "We are credulity cows" - we work by gullibility and credibility - and least most do - scientists aren't supposed to work like that - clearly Ackerly is doing and as such is a bad scientist.


why not consider the possibility that someone else does and even had the power to create our bodies and brains?  

The possibility has to be considered - it has been and has been chucked out as the absurd and illogical and non explanation that it is - one merely as Dawkins says - is led to the problem of "Who made God?" or "How did God come about?" - which is the same problem as "How did the universe come to be?" - we have a credible explanation for how the universe came to be - but no explanation - other than invention by ignorant people - of a cultural meme- as to how God came to be - God is a mind virus at large in a universe of brains that cannot fathom their own existence and so hold onto an absurdly simplistic explanation in order to be "satisfied" that they know what happened - leaving go of that is terryfying because it means dealing with the uncertainty of not knowing for sure - and no believer isprepared to do that - which is why Ackerly prefers to believe God made her brain - it's AN explanation as opposed to not knowing  - the fact that it can easily be proved not to be true and moreover runs counter to scientific enquiry seems to be lost on her.

God and the belief in God, therefore could not merely be a behavioural reaction.  An angle for further research may be to look at religion as real, rather than trying to explain it away as a way of making us feel better about ourselves.

Anyone in psychology of any worth can see that religion acts as a crutch for those unable to deal with reality and the unknown - it allows group validation - socialisation - peer acceptance and a multitude of other things that human beings need - that doesn't make it right or true in what it asserts about the universe - individually such beliefs are a way of explaining the world to the satisfaction of the persons subjectivity - often is is the "TO ME" qualification that lends it credence to the person - it being unable to be seen that what is true is NOT a matter of personal opinion and logically if that were the case there would be many personal truths all competing with each other and all mutually exclusive  - what is true cannot logically be what two people mutually exclusively contend - and as Dawkins rightly says - if one view maintains X and another Y - and X is mutually exclusive to Y then both cannot be true - religions are so fraught with such logical abberations that it is more likely they are all untrue - the same assertion that Dawkins makes - at the very least one cannot assert any one view is more valid than the next when all are equally absurd and all based on the same premise "Our belief is true because we find it impossible to believe anything else can be the case".
We could all say that couldn't we?
That's NOT a justification for the truth of something - it's an endictment of the dogmatic heels-dug-in nature of a personal opinion which has no validity outside of the person's own mind.

Truth is not a matter of being unable to believe evidence that shows the belief is untrue - the evidence shows what Hypatia deduced logically and probably formally. The truth, as she found out - hurts.


MY REPLY

Rachel Ackerley finds Donald Smith's explanation of religion unsatisfactory.  I do not.  It is impossible for any 'believer' to accept that their religion is a result of learned behaviours, because it is the nature of religious belief to take God's existence on faith, without considering evidence. 

True.

 As for persecuted martyrs, it is usually other believers of opposing religious or political dogma that perpetrate the persecution. 

True.

Much of the conflict in the world today is due to people having closed systems of thought that leave them incapable of sound reasoning and diplomatic compromise.

True.

The proposition of a living god cannot be tested at all places at all times and this is a convenient 'get out' for theists.  

True.


The logical approach, as illustrated by complex computer programs, is to recognize an infinite loop before you engage in an unsound and wasteful investigation, and to infer non-existence instead. 

The halting problem is too sophisticated a notion for the minds of believers  -oddly its totally pertinent to psychology and the notion of consciousness -but hell - why would they "believe" that computer programs had anything to do with their thought processes - after all "they're not automatons" - some people are just too simple for words like "unsophisticated" to apply - the only word that captures the barefaced  wanton ignorance is "believer".

 Propositions lacking evidence have a strong probability of being false.  Propositions with continuous evidence have a strong probability of being true. 

That's exactly the main point - the one they refuse to see. That's why "Not due to God" is more than likely the case.

 It is evidence that provides explanations, Rachel, not "theory and hypothesis".


Unfortunately Nan - they "believe" they have evidence - in some cases mistaking the notion of what evidence is - and not being privy as to how it is gathered and tested to minimise the probability of it being fallacious - no doubt if a technicoloured robe were found on the highway - this would be "evidence" that a man had passed that way at some stage and been shoved into a hole by his brothers some N 100's of years ago.

Or it could have been chucked out  of a car window by Mary Quant.

Religions are theories with predictions that cannot be substantiated.

True - and as I say in "chess.html" @ Fortune - they have logically unassailable "justifications" behind them liek circular arguments or tautologies - that is no matter what you say that is reasoned they argue it both ways - there is not way to "prove" them wrong - and so the belief remains - they are not open to reason - because the belief is maintained by an unreasonable process. It's personal and held onto out of security and because "it's impossible to believe it isn't so".

  These theories are either false or they lack evidence.  There is no reason to rescue them. 

True.

 Yet people will persist in doing so.  Perhaps because they have a  personal distaste for logic and rationale and prefer to be emotional, dependent and whimsical. 

True - and also convince themselves that they are rational and are working logically.

 Smith's assertion that believers are motivated to "reduce inner tensions" is a gentle one.  I can understand why people need comfort and I acknowledge their right to pursue it. But science seeks the truth, even the ugly truth, rather than sweet little lies. 

True - and we begin with the destruction of myths.

Personally, I have a penchant for scientific understanding, and I don't think the believer's choice to abdicate all responsibility for self and pass the buck to a fictitious deity, is a comfortable option.

Nope - Man is his own master - saying "Sorry I haven't a clue  - it must be God" is  a pathetically inadequate and simple response for people who aren't prepared to try harder to understand. If they believe their brain is God-given then why not use it? When one does so - one finds it isn't God given.







Alexandrian mathematician and philosopher, Hypatia said that "all formal dogmatic religions are fallacious".  Historians tell us that she was stoned to death and torn to pieces by Christians in 415CE.  I don't really go in for martyrs, but if I did, she would be my first choice.  That was a long time ago.  
When will we ever learn?

Anyone with any sense and formal reasoning power would deduce the same thing in a few sceconds flat - the fact that so many persist in believeing (all kinds of) superstitious claptrap is evidence if any were needed that the vast majority of people can't think their way out of a paper bag - it's also evidence that mathematics and formal reasoning is the most powerful way to proceed - Hypatia was correct not because she was Hypatia or because it was her opinion - but because formal raesoning imposes truth from the outside regardless of what one personally wishes to believe - and that is why I said to watch the "Boole/Hamilton" video - what is deduced just IS the case - and it's ironic that believers need certainty - the most certainty one can find is in exactly the place they don't look -it provides truths that are not personal and are in some sense objectively true - which is why the "Unreasonable Effectiveness of mathematics" was written.

You can't get the blind to see -that would take a miracle - and I'm not in the habit of being able to perform them.
Miracles  do not happen - which is why beleivers still persist in their fairy stories - and will never see what Hypatia saw.




Lee 
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In a message dated 5/6/02 1:54:13 PM GMT Daylight Time, Templarseries writes:

<<  the will to believe is fostered by believing one has a friend in God who won't fail you so long as you believe in him - and probably won't fail you even if you don't - it's a logical self fulfilling prophecy - there's no way to reason anyone out of it - and as Ackerly says "She find's it impossible to believe in none existence"  - that's NOT a rational person - and she shouldn't be doing science. >>

I doubt it is very much WITHIN reason to reduce the notion of God to an emotional crutch given that many people stricken by hardship become atheists anyway, background and emotional vulnerability is NOT a determining factor and cannot be proven by psychology. If you claim it can, then your failiure is the result of your own logic: psychology is based upon speculation and conjecture, very little of it actually laboratory work, and even that cannot presume the general nature of the human mind. It has been shown constantly- over and over again- that the human brain is INCAPABLE of understanding its own nature- there are more connections within the human mind than there are atoms in the known universe- for you to say it can be proven is supreme hypocricy as far as your own views are concerned. Your only other option is to accept the notion of God as an emotional crutch is pure conjecture and speculation based upon PARTIAL trends, in which case the evidence is flimsy. In which case the theory is your OPINION, your belief, and nothing more.

Besides that, the notion of Non-existence is inconceivable to anyone at all. Actual "nothing" cannot be conceived, and is open to debate about whether or not nothing actually exists. Irrespective of philosophical conundrums, science cannot find "nothing". The quantum vacuum is swarming with energy, and the universe is finite without bounds. Godel's rocket trip to the ends of the world in a straight line take you right back to where you started. The notion of Nothing IS incomprehesible, and the allusion to existence over non-existence is an entirely logical one, because existence MAKES SENSE.

<<Open mindedness to all possibilities is prerequisite - your reasons as to why it is foolish to assume the positive in lieu of evidence is exactly right.>>

Shame this doesn't apply to you, then.

<< A "personal experience" is a subjective response to the world by a brain that does not fully understand what is happening to it in scientific terms>>

RUBBISH- it is something you have never had and subsequently breeds your small-minded opinions that what you see is what you get. What utter bull. You of all people should be aware that there is a world beyond this one- Kaku's hyperspace is a good place to start- and given the amasses of research being conducted into the nature of the afterlife and near-death experiences- phenomena that cannot be explained by conventional hullucination theories- by CREDIBLE scientists, for you then to say that personal experiences and spirituality is a complete pile of yak's dung and totally outside the scope of logic is not only the leanings of a "bad scientist", which you ARE because you dont even CONSIDER the possibility that God exists, but also one of the worst cases of arrogance.

<< Ackerly is a psychologist - God knows what she interprets her data as,and she ought to be aware of neurology and the physics of the brain to be in psychology - not totally ignorant of it's workings.>>

Irrelevant. The human mind is capable of an expanded consciousness which cannot be explained by known science, hence terms such as theoretical neurophysiology and such. For you to dismiss this and phenomena such as psyche and ESP (real phenomena, not tarot readers and crystal ball gazers), would be small minded as well, given the mass of evidence collected over the years. Personal experiences therefore do NOT go out of the window, it is merely people like you who have never had one who go about their closed-minded rants that the perceived world is all there is and nothing more exists beyond it, when we KNOW otherwise.

<<Not fully understanding is not a reason to believe fairy stories - it's a reason to understand the bit we don't understand>>

Believing something without the right kind of backing and evidence is one thing, why exactly you deem God as fairy myth, in light of the right kind of logical and scientific reasoning, really escapes me. You continue to argue the other "logical" possibilities that exist to explain creation-which is fair enough- but you never explain WHY you feel the notion of God is a fairy tale or what grounds you have to accept something as being logical over something else- and don't even start with me over the whole evidence and mathematics thing, every single theory or possibility you have put forward in an attempt to undermind God has just as much logic and scientific backing as the arguments used to support His existence, if not far less, considering the amount of tweaking these theories undergo simply to fit the known model of our universe. It is merely a case of what YOU cannot accept, of what you REFUSE to accept, because it doesn't matter if a theory has little to do with what we know of the universe, it doesn't matter as far as you are concerned, if you can modify it, extrapolate it, tweak it, fudge it, absolutely ANYTHING you can do to get that possibility to even REMOTELY resemble the known nature of the universe, then that possibility is better than the notion of a creator. And I'm supposed to be the one clutching at straws. Atheism doesn't have a leg to stand on, though its followers sure try hard to build the crutch. ALL forms of a self creating universe- oscillation and multiple big bang cycles; inflationary theory; quantum tunelling; NONE of them can even stand logically without alluding to severe mathematical fudging simply to match what we know of the cosmos' nature, by your own logic you should be able to see that if the theory requires that much modification to fit the bill then either there is something serously wrong with it, or it is just plain false. To this day no physicist can lay claim to solving the problem of the finely-tuned mathematics of the creation phase space that was necessary to bring this world into existence, much less the stability of the laws that give rise to our own. All forms of logic and scientific reasoning collapse when we reach the creation point of the universe, there is nothing that can explain why non-existence should just give rise to an existence. Absolutely nothing. As far as seculra science is concerned, it "just happened". "Accept it". "Get over it." There is your absurdity. This does not make theists flaming idiots, this makes theists as those who accept the solution that MAKES SENSE. A self creating universe makes NO sense, so that's exactly what it is. Non-sense.

<<the riddle of consciousness is tried up in the fact that our ideas about brains are formed BY brains and the language and ideas we use is self referential by default -and causes a "mystery" to appear -because we evolved we can never truly know the process of contruction - only deduce it in hindsight - and because of this there is no reason to say "It's all a mystery and beyond out ken - so something more sophisticated than us must have done it" - the fact is something like that DID do it - the laws of physics - we don't need to invoke superbeings - and by Occams razor we SHOULDN'T invoke superbeings>>

Occam's Razor does not say that, it says that the simplest explanation is usually the most probable. The notion of God is a very "simple" explanation in your eyes, so it's a wonder you're not a theist anyway. Your statements are yet another example of the view that nothing is beyond human reach, again one of the supreme forms of arrogance. Scientists have managed to produce computer programs from which artificial intelligence evolve and complex systems unravel of their own accors, and they then attempt to use this to prove that sentient life can simply arise from the laws of nature. What they forget to mention is that their whole theory is based upon the idea of life arising from a CREATED system to begin with, THEY needed to program the laws from which complexity arose, so the whole arguments falls head over backside. You cant even throw computer components into the sea and expect them to form capable PCs in several million years, yet we are made from much simpler components and we evolved into sentient life. The laws of physics made this possible, but they are the program necessry for the complexity to arise. According to you, this notion makes me ignorant of non-linear systems, but you have said yourself the process of construction can never be fully know and conveniently escape the issue by offering the excuse "because it is in hindsight." What you mean is, it cannot be fully understood, so even your allusions to complex systems is a waste of time.

<<why not consider the possibility that someone else does and even had the power to create our bodies and brains?  

The possibility has to be considered - it has been and has been chucked out as the absurd and illogical and non explanation that it is - one merely as Dawkins says - is led to the problem of "Who made God?" or "How did God come about?" - which is the same problem as "How did the universe come to be?" - we have a credible explanation for how the universe came to be - but no explanation - other than invention by ignorant people - of a cultural meme- as to how God came to be >>

Since when? What you mean is it has been chucked out by YOU as an absurd and illogical explanation because it produces a set of laws, philosophies and responsibilities that you and millions across the globe are simply unwilling to accept because of the implications they create. If Dawkins alludes to the "explain God's creation" idea, then either he is small minded and can't think outside of the scope of his own scientific feasiblities or he is simply looking for an excuse to justify what he can't accept, which is exactly what you are doing. You accept that the universe can come into existence on its own, a theory so tarnished it generates a mass of conjecture, but that God is a paradox because He requires a creation. And I am supposed to be the one who alludes to small-minded cause and effect laws. I have told you again and again that God needs NO creation, His existence transcends ALL of creation before Him, including Spacetime, making His presence unbound and timeless. So the ridiculous logic that you have slated me for in the past doesn't wash with you either. 

Atheism is a purely socialist philosophy, socialism being a system also responsible for your belief that mankind is a superior being whose reach escapes nothing, clearly an absurd notion. Karl Marx postulated the idea by saying that man was the ultimate being and that he has no master, and therefore no God exists. The whole system is based upon the idea of minimising authority and allowing human beings to live free, independent lives- a system which simply cannot be achieved. Mankind is incapable of forming a peaceful union with itself, and the last century has provided more than enough proof of that. The need for authority and the use of finances are fundamental to society, the system of government and capitalism arose from society but they are NEEDED if we are to thrive on this planet. Allowing man to serve himself creates to notion of minmising authority, and thus it breeds godlessness, simply because man does not want to acknowledge any being higher than himself- and it leads to such disasters as the rise of communism in Russia. The fact of the matter is that we need ownership and we need authority, heirarchy, and rules in place if society is to work. Getting rid of God solves nothing- hedonism is fast sweeping the globe and leads to personal gratification, greed, excess alcohol consumption, drug use, and ultimately murder and thievery. Such debauchery as the godless world is facing only serves to breed even more anarchy. Both socialism and atheism, interchangable philosophies, are spawned by negative emotions- anger, hatred, laziness, apathy, but above all- resentment. The ultimate consequence of envy. Such were the people who crucified Christ- the Bible reports them as being full of envy because He could gather crowds where they couldn't, that He could perform miracles where they were ordinary people, and where He had power where they were nothing. Such people develop resentment with a vengeance, and feel the vehement need to bring beings superior than themselves down to their own level, thus creating the absurd philosophy of public ownership and equal recognition in spite of achivement. The ultimate consequence, of course, is that because God cannot be brought down to the level of man, the only option is to do away with Him completely. Therefore atheism is built upon arrogance, but moreso, upon resentment. Resentment of power and resentment of authority. The whole thing is 100% specious. 

Unfortunately prominent scientists like Stephen Hawking have fallen prone to this arrogance, and he is perhaps moreso a victim of this than of his motor-neurone disease. Not only have his theories made him an atheist, but he also rejects the notion of intelligent life beyond planet earth. Again, a prime example of the socialist need to make man superior above all else, when clearly there are things beyond our reach, whether YOU accept it or not, that is your problem.

<<Anyone in psychology of any worth can see that religion acts as a crutch for those unable to deal with reality and the unknown>>

No, that is YOUR explanation, YOUR belief, and it cannot be validated. It is simply your way of again justifying your need to do away with the idea of God, by saying that those people who believe and who have had experiences need emotional support. It is a huge sweeping statement, an unsubstantiated generalisation.

<<MY REPLY

Rachel Ackerley finds Donald Smith's explanation of religion unsatisfactory.  I do not.  It is impossible for any 'believer' to accept that their religion is a result of learned behaviours, because it is the nature of religious belief to take God's existence on faith, without considering evidence. >>

Not true. Whilst it is the case that much of faith stands alone, it is often the case that considering evidence and scientific reasoning leads in the same direction, even for those scientists who are atheist/agnostic. Even faith formed before evidence matches up to enquiry, a self-contained universe on the other hand, as shown, does not. When this is put forward to layman atheists, they simply say "well, I'll just wait for another theory to come along, just so long as I dont have to believe in God." A prime example again of the resentment and lack of responsibility that drives atheists to NOT WANT to believe, and so they go ahead seeking reason and justification for not wanting to do so, despite evidence. Atheist has nothing to do with what is scientifically logical, it is a matter of the person's own nature. People are responsible for themselves in life.

<<As for persecuted martyrs, it is usually other believers of opposing religious or political dogma that perpetrate the persecution. >>

Interesting to note the use of the operative word "usually", implying the awareness of people who are continually being gunned down or murdered by secular persecutors because of their beliefs in God.

<<Much of the conflict in the world today is due to people having closed systems of thought that leave them incapable of sound reasoning and diplomatic compromise.>>

Sorry, but what on earth is the relevance of this? The things described here are true of any factor of human psyche, not just religion. Atheists love to go on about how religion is responsible for wars, and then claim the authority on psychology and socialogical sciences, when if this was the case then they should surely know that it is in mankind's NATURE to be warlike, and he will always find some excuse to divide himself. REligion is one of the many excuses people use to goto war, others include race, creed, politics, morals (anti-abortion, etc), to place the blame soley on religion anf theism is again to clutch at straws.

<<The proposition of a living god cannot be tested at all places at all times and this is a convenient 'get out' for theists.  >>

Since when could any propoisition be tested "at all places and at all times?" Much of the science we are developing today encapsulates this statement as well, so again the notion is irrelevant. Faith can be based on as much argument and mathematics as is used to justify any theory, but in the end it is the existence of the creator God that stands as the victorious possibility above all other explanations which require no end of mathematical tweaking and heavy extrapolation in order to make it fit.

<<The logical approach, as illustrated by complex computer programs, is to recognize an infinite loop before you engage in an unsound and wasteful investigation, and to infer non-existence instead. >>

An "unsound and wasteful investigation" on whose say-so?

<<Propositions lacking evidence have a strong probability of being false.  Propositions with continuous evidence have a strong probability of being true. 

That's exactly the main point - the one they refuse to see. That's why "Not due to God" is more than likely the case.>>

Evidence is not a universal absolute, its threshold of acceptance or resonable doubt varies from person to person, your threshold is infinite because not amount of evidence or reasoning or mathematics in the universe could make you see the error of your views. The notion of God the creator is NOT one that lacks evidence, it merely lacks what YOU consider to be evidence and so you reject it completely on the strength of that. People who do such things on the basis of science should really ask themselves who the "bad scientists" are.

And so it goes on. Regradless of what YOU believe you can base the idea of theism on, your theories do not match the facts. They are merely sweeping statements and gross generalisations which enable you to add to pile of "belief in God is rubbish," that is clearly not good science. The same cause and effect problem atheists feel they can apply to God is exactly the same problem with the creation of the universe, and those who say they cannot understand it should search the internet or go out and buy an authoratative popular science book, one by an atheist and one by a theist, so that objectivity remains to find which explanation or argument makes the most sense. If they are unwilling to do so then they are only reflecting their own unwillingess to believe and thus emanate the laziness/resentment that gives rise to their views in the first place. 

For those who DO understand, the "God is absolute rubbish" argument becomes an even greater source of amusement. Sorry to sound cruel, but the exact things said of theists by atheists apply to themselves, and some of the emails I get claiming to "prove" God's non-existence are prime examples of this. In the end, I fear, it is only the apathy, resentment, and sheer lack of responsibility that will appeal to the majority and turn them away from what makes more scientific sense than an inflating/oscillating/quantum tunnelling universe ever will.

Adam.
members.aol.com/AdamDks/  


Subj:	 Against Infinite Error
Date:	14/05/02 11:22:35 GMT Daylight Time
From:	Mdpjsnaw@fs1.pc.man.ac.uk (NANCY WALKER)
To:	AdamDks@aol.com
CC:	Templarseries@aol.com, Cherub2016@aol.com, CBor260831@aol.com

Dear Adam,

Religion does offer a support system.  I have 
not said that it is the only one.  Psychology is 
not based purely on speculation.  Behavioural, 
cognitive and social psychologists may all 
employ experiment and observation. Psychological 
investigations can not all take place in the 
laboratory.  There must be real world 
observation for the sake of ecological validity. 
As the study of human behaviour, psychology is 
beleaguered by problems of observer effects.  
This demands persistent rigour not concessions 
to conjecture.

Existence of God does not make sense.  "Non-
being is not the opposite of being, it is its 
contradiction" (Sartre).  Atheists would not 
have to offer the contradictory argument of non-
existence if theists did not postulate unproven
existence in the first place. If someone is 
perpetually absent then you have cause to doubt 
their existence and need only assume they are 
somewhere else if you have verifiable, tangible 
proof of their being. E.g. In Hitchcock's 'North 
by Northwest' George Caplan's clothes in a hotel 
room, were erroneously taken as evidence of 
George Caplan, who was invented, not real. The 
evidence was fabricated by an agency wanting to 
distract someone from reality.  It is when 
religion shows a will to distract from reality 
that I take issue with it. To tell me that 
you've seen the personal effects of God in your 
soul means no more to me than it does to say 
that Roger Thornhill saw the personal effects of 
George Caplan in a hotel room. Believe what you 
want to believe but please, for the sake of 
humanity, hands off science!  I prefer to 
eliminate the impossible and pursue the truth 
rather than settling for obvious 'moon is 
cheese' assumptions. (E.g. Sherlock Holmes 
versus the bungling Le Strade).

I have not placed the blame for conflict "solely 
on religion".  I said that political and 
religious dogmas are equally fallacious. 
Policies and moral codes are only useful so long 
as they do not stagnate.  Your barrage of 
insults against atheists seems quite emotional 
to me.  There's nothing wrong with emotion but a 
great deal wrong with a lack of rationale.  I'd 
probably feel joyous, rather than indifferent, 
about the prospect of death if I could accept 
the belief of a Christian friend of mine (whom I 
love and respect) that "when you die you floaty 
up".  But I know Galileo abolished heaven in 
1610, so I think this is a bit dotty. It is 
religion that persists in putting 'man-created-
in-god's-image' at the centre of the universe, 
not atheists who seek superiority.

Humanism  does not aim to minimise authority but 
rather to maximise the creative will of 
consciousness to realise human potential.  If 
you prefer servitude, fine.  I don't accept that 
mankind is incapable of peace.  I think, as an 
evolving species, we are more capable of reason 
than we are currently able to employ because we 
are hindered by the deleterious indoctrination 
that political and religious authorities make 
individuals, societies and countries subject to.

Yes, finance and commerce are necessary and 
useful.  But consumer democracy has replaced the 
absolute of God with the modern absolute of 
economics and this is merely a sideways step. 
Present day freedoms, i.e purchase power, stuffs 
the unconscious aspect of self with satisfying 
and stultifying pleasantries.  The conscious 
self is intellectually starved and will be 
rescued, not by re-establishing God as absolute, 
or implementing a new set of static rules, but 
by heightening awareness and engaging people in 
dialectical reason.

Rules are only serviceable if they are able to 
adapt.  Closed systems of thought - be it 
communism, capitalism, Christianity or Islam 
etc. do not allow this.  Legislation should 
recognise the functional value of pragmatics 
(William James). Law based only on precedent has 
been the cause of numerous miscarriages of 
justice. Precedent needs to be advisory not 
restrictive. We must be free to think and to 
question. This is not the same as being free to 
mame, kill and debauch. To have a social 
conscience we must first have conscious will.  
This is not provided by fire and brimstone 
deterrents. Consciousness has yet to be 
emancipated. If it was, we might have a true 
democracy, based on consensus, not oppression.  
Hedonism is not due to godlessness but the 
failure of people to accept that they have a 
socially dependent autonomy. 

We have a situated freedom, requiring respect 
for our fellowmen.  But centuries of religious 
instruction have taught people to look outside 
of themselves for guidance and trust to God's 
will. The notion of original sin has been 
largely responsible for blinding people to their 
capacity for thoughtfulness, consideration and 
goodness. I also accuse biology's more recent 
preoccupation with 'selfish genes' which as been 
detrimental to an understanding of man as a 
whole organism in his environmental context - a 
point argued eloquently by Steven Rose. It may 
take a long time to undo this damage.  Yes, 
people have violent urges but these need to be 
brought into consciousness and addressed, not 
repressed and denied.  The monster from the id 
is ours to tame, not Satan's to control.  If you 
think people cannot help themselves in this 
regard then you might as well bow down and 
worship the futility of existence.  This is a 
crushing indictment of human mental faculties.

I am not driven by negative emotion.  On the 
contrary, I have a great compassion for people 
who are subjugated by systems, including Jesus, 
whom the Romans crucified because they had their 
own dogma to perpetuate.  I nurture a genuine 
hope that people might eventually find self-
respect and mutual understanding through choice 
and meaningfulness.  

I am a fairly liberal minded and tolerant 
person, but when the purpose of my existence, 
i.e. discovery, is undermined, please do forgive 
me for not lying down and letting religious 
fanatics trample over me.  I do become resentful 
of theists when they attempt to make science the 
slave of religion.  Hence Ackerley's comments 
stirred me into action.  "The aim of science is 
not to open a door on infinite wisdom but to set 
a limit to infinite error". (Bertolt Brecht).  
Atheism is not built on arrogance.  It is due to 
a will for self-improvement that is born of the 
kind of humility which cannot be attained if a 
person is vain enough to assert that God made 
mankind his first and favourite species. It is 
driven by an optimism that greater understanding 
might be achieved by paring down fallacy to get 
closer to the truth.  This is not resentment of 
power but an act of self-preservation.  Science 
should serve people, not God.  The papacy forced 
Galileo to abjure is evidence for the earth as a 
satellite of the sun -but truth is the child of 
time not of authority.  Galileo could serve as 
an example to us all and the foundation stone 
for a bridge of understanding.  (1) For the 
atheists, whether Galileo obeyed the church due 
to faith or duress, he served God and still made 
a valuable contribution to science. (2)For the 
theists, regardless of what you believe, the 
truth has and will continue to overcome 
authoritarian lies.

Ackerley's flippant 'Hey, let's forget science 
and study religion instead' attitude does 
represent a potentially "unsound and wasteful 
investigation" by the "say so" and methodology 
of science which progresses by a cycle of 
formally reasoned hypothesis and experiment, not 
whim.  The notion of God lacks evidence, 
precisely because there is a "threshold of 
acceptance".  We require proof not faith.  There 
is nothing lazy about doggedly pursuing further 
understanding.  What is lazy,is switching off 
your brain and saying 'spoon feed me with god-
given or state driven morality, please, because 
I don't have the intellect or courage to seek 
democratic order through rational debate'.  If 
you believe that God is the only antidote to 
anarchy, then that's your prerogative.  I have a 
less derogatory and more loving view of 
humanity.  The creative processes of people do 
have the capacity to become strong and 
harmonious if only they would throw off 
instilled ideologies and have the fortitude to 
think for themselves.  Fear is the mind killer.

A closed system of thought is a rigid, 
impermeable structure which will inevitably set 
itself in opposition to another closed system.  
Atheism considers evidence not hearsay.  Peace 
will come when all our hate is gone.  Hatred 
will be eradicated by liberation through 
understanding.

I hope you, I, and the rest of humanity can find 
peace and understanding, whatever road we're on.

Best wishes,
Nancy



Subj:	Re: Against Infinite Error
Date:	14/05/02
To:	Mdpjsnaw@fs1.pc.man.ac.uk, AdamDks@aol.com
CC:	Cherub2016@aol.com, CBor260831@aol.com

In a message dated 14/05/02 11:22:35 GMT Daylight Time, Mdpjsnaw@fs1.pc.man.ac.uk writes:

<< This is a 
 crushing indictment of human mental faculties.
  >>
That's essentialyl why Ayn Rand said the centre of worship sould be redirected to its correct object - man.

I agree with everything else you said.

I am a fairly liberal minded and tolerant 
person, but when the purpose of my existence, 
i.e. discovery, is undermined, please do forgive 
me for not lying down and letting religious 
fanatics trample over me.  I do become resentful 
of theists when they attempt to make science the 
slave of religion.

That's what get's me pissed off too. Who the hell do they think they are - God's gift? Whoops! Yes they do!

What is lazy,is switching off 
your brain and saying 'spoon feed me with god-
given or state driven morality, please, because 
I don't have the intellect or courage to seek 
democratic order through rational debate'. 

Exactly - those who give in to a religous meme are not thinking openly for themselves but have been brainwashed into subservience and are too lazy to look at what has happened to them and why - and do something about it.

Atheism considers evidence not hearsay.  Peace 
will come when all our hate is gone.  Hatred 
will be eradicated by liberation through 
understanding.

Yep - close systems of though by their very logistical structure are binding to the mind  only when such strtuctures are ejected is the mind free to use its own personal freewill to make free from ideology decisions.

I hope you, I, and the rest of humanity can find 
peace and understanding, whatever road we're on.

Personally I'm on the road to nowhere- I invite all talking heads to come on inside - because this is not my beautiful house,nor my beautiful wife,not my beautiful car.

Lee 

Father Of All Machines [
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Subj:	Re: BPS
Date:	14/05/02
To:	AdamDks
BCC:	Cherub2016

Adam

I haven't read a word you've said - because it's probably just more defensive BS about why God exists and why you personally need him in your life - those who live within a close system of thought are trapped by it and cannot ever think outside of it.Individuals atthe forum have ADMITTED that their religion (Xtianity) IS an emotional/moral crutch and that they are too lazy to think of their own ideas/views - it's a cop out for those who do not wish to think and develop their OWN personal reaction to the world - I stand by everything my sister said - which is probably a response to what she read of what you said - because she can be bothered to listen to your BS - I'm an intolerant bastard and I'm sick of hearing your crap as I am from every other dolt who can't think their crippled mind outside of the closed system it is trapped within - it's rather sad to watch you struggle trying to rationally defend the indefensible - and it's gladdening to watch my sister trounce you into the ground because she is a much better person than any Xtain ever will be - because she has love tolerance understanding wisdom,intellect and the ability to put her point across without making cutting sniping or personally abusive remarks - in that sense she's better than me.
When you grow up and realise what's been done to you - you'll wonder how it was you managed to lose people's concern for you who might have otherwise continued being concerned - I find it hard to relate to people who ought to have the sense to realise they've been brainwashed by a social meme - but are seemingly to frightened or too stupid to let go of it and try doing something on their own for a change - without a deity's hand to hold onto - which psychologically is a metaphor for being unable to break free of patriarchal control - either personally or socially.

I wish I had never contributed to the forum - because the effect of Xtians on my life is to have turned it into a shit tip - which is what they do wherever they go upon all walks of intellectual life  because they can never truly think for themselves but react out of fear of having the rug pulled from underneath their dogma.

It's so sad - I pity those who will never realise they've been manipulated by forces they're too dim to understand.

In case you accuse me of "Not considering the evidence" of your words  - I've heard it all before - and upon reading my sister's reply - I can only presume that she is doing exactly what I've tried to do - show you by example that one can be moral and good without needing to be spoon fed.

You babies are dithering around in yoour own faeces while use grown ups are thinking for ourselves - closed systems of thought should be consigned to history along with supernatural views - it's time to face the truth - there is no God(s) and only science gives any indication of what is outside of us - for what's inside of us we must look to ourselves and our society for "spiritual lacking" - no old book or credo is going to tell us how to set right the problems we have now - especially not one which is 2000 years past its sell by date.



Lee 

Father Of All Machines [
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Adam

I scanned what you wrote - it IS defensive BS as I suspected - 

Irrelevant. The human mind is capable of an expanded consciousness which cannot be explained by known science,


PROVE IT - that's how MY way of enquiring proceeds -EVERYTHING can be explained - in time - the remaining unknown portions areNOT holes into which to pour your own personal BS fairy stories - and if you do you must PROVE beyond a reasonable doubt that the must be there - you've done no such thing
It is YOU who is speculating without evidence - you are saying as do all mystics "Some things are beyond our ken - and so I maybe right in saying  blah,blah,blah...."

You maybe - but you've proved nothing - thanks for proving nothing exists - contrary to your own assertion.

Just because we can't CURRENTLY explain something scientifically does not mean a  bullshit fairy story gets in by default -it is NOT the default condition that needs disproving - and there is NO evidence which supports it - as Nan says - none existence has been the noted circumstance and is most likely to be true - you along with all other mystics are fooling yourself - and in the end it will damage your life - or more to the point - damage someone else's - as Mill's harm principle suggests - this is reason NOT to do something - so stop spreading ignorance and damaging MY life.

I've enough personal "damage" to contend with thanks to your contribution to an Atheist forum and he ensuing consequences - if you have to tell lies - then why not tell it to the other liars that also believe it at the Xtian forum and stay the hell out of my life.

In article <20011014100634.19322.00002239@mb-ci.aol.com>, bombadgeneralx@aol.com (BombadGeneralx) writes: > >>all us "God worshippers" as u say, are on an atheist message board tellin u >>wot God had done in our lives 4 uz so u can c how amazin he is! > >So what exactly has he done for you in your lives? Who cares -he's a figment of their deluded imaginations - and as was admitted elsewhere by Kyra - an emotional crutch for the weak -my question is - what if we are not interested in how amazing he is? I have a right not to hear BS I don't want to hear - to me its pollution like unwanted smoke in a no smoking area - if someone puffs cancer giving smoke at me I am within my rights to want clean air free of pollution. I say as long as Xtians are preaching and converting and spreading their cancer - they are as welcome as a smoker in a no smoking zone - otherwise they should respect that I don't want to hear about God. Thats WHY I am at an atheist forum. I don't spread my BS to their forum - so why do they do it to me - its contrary to their ethos. By preaching they undermine the message they think is worthy. They're not good examples of that which they believe or they'd live and let live and leave others to do the same. Ayn Rant


Leave me the F alone to live my life and F-off and live yours. Live and let live and I'll live and let die. Xtians are pompous arrogant sanctimonious do gooders who think they know what's best for other people - when they are just repressed and deluded - and have the gaul to spread their cancerous smoke into wider society and think everyone should thank them for the favour they are doing by "bringing the love of Jesus" into people's lives - I've been personally witness to it - it sucks. Or rather - it doesn't.





Lee 

Father Of All Machines [
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Subj:	 For personal choice
Date:	16/05/02 10:15:43 GMT Daylight Time
From:	Mdpjsnaw@fs1.pc.man.ac.uk (NANCY WALKER)
To:	AdamDks@aol.com
CC:	Templarseries@aol.com, CBor260831@aol.com, Cherub2016@aol.com

Dear Adam,

Can anyone deny that the universe has a point of creation?  I see this as 
a question and you see it as an impossibility.  Yet, as Lee has pointed 
out, science is still working on it.  I don't think that cosmology should 
give up or that we "need only go so far".  It doesn't distress me to know 
that you are to become a qualified scientist.  On the contrary, I wish you 
well.  Everyone has something to contribute.  I am sure that many 
atheists do make up their minds before investigation.  We can all be 
guilty of personal bias and, ideally, this baggage ought not to be 
brought into research.

Ackerley  wants us to accept on faith and suggests we all should desist 
from seeking explanations.   I don't mind if others want to accept on faith 
but I must be allowed to continue to seek explanations.  I don't see the 
benefit of breaking the cycle of hypothesis and experiment.  You can 
make this break if you choose.  But will you likewise have the courtesy to 
allow others to pursue discovery.  It is when theists insist that there is 
nothing more to be done that we come into conflict.  This is why I used 
Galileo as an example.  He contradicted the church's doctrine which said 
that the sun revolves around the earth and motion is supported by 
crystal spheres, constructed by the hand of God.  He certainly abolished 
the view of heaven predominant in his time.  After that, where can God in 
his Heaven be hiding?

You can't accept that existence can arise out of non-existence.  I'm not at 
the frontiers of cosmic physics so I'm not likely to be able to explain this 
any more than you can explain where God is.  But in the meantime, I do 
think it is fruitful to posit the idea of non-existence, not for the sake of 
proving the church wrong, but for the sake of e.g. understanding the 
solar system and so on.  I am not allowing my view of God to colour my 
perceptions because I don't have a view of God.  I have a positive 
purpose (albeit not universally applicable) that requires me to negate the 
existent of the notion of God.  

"Being can generate only being and if man is inclosed in this process of 
generation, only being can come out of him.  If we are to assume that 
man is able to question this process - i.e to make it the object of 
interrogation - he must be able to hold it up to view as a totality………. 
For man to put a particular existent out of circuit is to put himself out of 
circuit in relation to that existent.  In this case he is not subject to it; he is 
out of reach; it cannot act on him, for he has retired beyond a 
nothingness……this possibility which human reality has to secrete a 
nothingness which isolates it  - it is freedom." (Sartre).

Freedom is a human right.  Of course, the choice of this text is a matter of 
personal taste and if you find the bible more informative, then fair 
enough.  But a quest for explanations is my food for thought and I dine 
well on it.  "He that witholdeth corn shall be cursed". (Proverbs).

I don't accept that science supports God but I do accept that I am 
collecting evidence from a different perspective than (part of) you.  If 
your religious views and scientific aims can exist in harmony, fine.  But 
Ackerly was not proposing that the two should exist in parallel.  She 
wants us to accept a notion of reality and stop questioning.  It is she, not 
I, that is closed-minded.  I simply want the balance restored.

As a humanist, I am pursuing further understanding of, and quality of life 
for, people. My views of science are not affected by God because I have 
put him out of existence.  Is this why you find me "condemnable"?   
What will you condemn me to  - inquisition or worse?

There is such a thing as proof or we wouldn't have acceptable levels for 
technologies and medicines to be implemented, and then we would all be 
up Shit Creek.  Perhaps what you mean is that there is no finality.  I don't 
need finality.  You need a "stable conclusion".  I can agree to differ, can 
you?

If you can, then I am happy to concur that it has "been a pleasure" and 
bid you a fond farewell.

Regards, 
Nancy.


Subj:	Re: For personal choice
Date:	16/05/02
To:	Mdpjsnaw@fs1.pc.man.ac.uk

In a message dated 16/05/02 10:15:43 GMT Daylight Time, Mdpjsnaw@fs1.pc.man.ac.uk writes:

<< If you can, then I am happy to concur that it has "been a pleasure" and 
 bid you a fond farewell.
  >>
I've already bid him fond farewell - some people just can't be reasoned with - whuich makes them unreasonable - and thus unlikely to be any friend of mine.

Lee 

Father Of All Machines [
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